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ONTHESCHURMULTIPLICATOROFACENTRALQUOTIENT 
OF A DIRECTPRODUCTOFGROUPS '
1. Intrduction 
In [2f it wys shown that, given a central extension of groups, 
the standard Qcrm exact sequence in integral homology sould be augmented by 
an extra term on the left. yielding the exact sequence 
In [ I], the Ganca term 7 was explicitly identified as a certain commutator map, 
when expressed in terms of a given free presentation of A. Indeed, if R ++ F-A 
is such a presentation, then the Hopf formula yields 
ff,A = (R n (FJ’i j/[F. RI, 
c 
and y is given by 
( 1.3) y(uA’~)= ~s)(F.R). 
where A’ = [A, A] $5 F represents a and s E F represents II.
It is cltxr that the sequence C, together with (1.3), may be used to compute 
H2G, the Schur multiplicator of G .-- at least, up to a group extension - provided 
that H2A is known. In fact, from (I 2) we infer the short exact sequence 
73 
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f 3.4j o-P~H2&Q-0, 
(13 P=coker). Q=ker(, I 
and we will be concerned in this paper to study P, Q and the element of Ext (Q, P) 
determined by ( 1.4j. when A is a central quotient of a direct product. That is. we 
will suppose A = A i X .4 ,, and we will assume that &A 1 and ff2A 2 are known so 
that N2,4 is itself known by the Kiinneth formula. Then with every central extension 
f I.1 ). with A = A t X AZ. we may asmiate central extensions 
whtrc L$ is the image of C under the projection of A onto A,. Our discussion of 
( 1.4) wit1 then be in terms of the asscxiated sequences 
Prc~minent among ct’ntrai quotients of direct products are ~err~al pmdwts (direct 
products with amalgamated central subgroups). A result on muitiplicators of central 
products of finite gn9ups has been given by Wiegold 141. We generalize his result to 
arbitrary central quotients of direct products of arbitrary groups. 
The Casil of stem cxtt’rtsiorts, that is. central extensions ( 1. t ) with Cj C A ’ (see 
111 ) is particularly susceptible to the mtithods of this paper. If A = A 1 X A 2* then 
the extensions ( 1 h,) arc stem if and only if the extension ( t . I ) is stem; and, in that 
c’asc, it turns out that complete information on ff2C is furnished by (1.7), together 
with the projections L! + Vi, i = I, 2. 
There are some changes of notation (.but none of temrinoiagy) compared with 1 I]. 
2. The general case of a central quotient of a direct product 
We will be concerned in this section with the general case of a cent rat extension 
with ,4 = A j X A,. From this extension we obtain, as in 5 1, the two auxiliary central 
75 
extensions 
where Ui is the image of U -.tndcr the projection of A onto Ai. From these exten- 
sions we construct he central extension 
which we write as 
Then we have sequences 
Moreover, there are the obvious maps T3, -+ X0, C, -4 Zi, in&rced by the injections 
(~S,A,,G~)H(~~,,A,(;,,), projections(~‘~~,A,G*) *(CjjlAiqGi). 
From (2.2) we deduce, as in 5 1, short exact sequences 
and it is obvious from ( 1 S) and (2.2) that 
(2.4) or, = Q, sQ;!- 
We now analyze HIA. Since A = A I X Al, the Kunneth formula yields a natural 
isomorphism 
We write pt , p2, p3 for the corre$Tonding projections in (2.5). Thien rl, r2 are in- 
duced by the injections A, - A, A, )-* A, and p1 , p2 are induced by the projections 
A++A ,,A -A2* We now record the explicit form of 73 in terms of a (special) free 
prcsen tat&n of A. 
Let R, )- --+; - A i be a free presentation sf A,. We may choose for F the free 
product I*‘] * F2 and then R ++ F--++.4 presents A, where R is the normal subgroup 
Of’ F-generated by R, , R iI and [F’, , I-‘-, ] . It is then well-known. and essentiatl!! due 
to Schur 121, that r3 may be given by 
whefc 1; E F, represents ujE A,, i = 1. 2. 
We will identify the two sides of (2.5) through t r1 . r2. r3 ). If we perform 3 simi- 
lar identiticatrrln for N,G,,. it is plain that (see (2.2)) 
jud nlab x nZph. and hence surjective. Thus 
and we wiIi also use !I~. p2. pt for the pr~~jections associated with the decomposi- . 
tion (2.Y). It is then plain front (2.2) that 
We will prove 
Proof. The Ganca map y. is described, in terms of the chosen presentation of A, by 
wheiz fj CT Fi represents ai and Si E Fi represents Uil i = 1, 2. Thus, in particular. 
We now readily infer 
Returning to our original central extension 
and the associated sequence ( I .41 
B. Eckrmnn et al.. On the Schur multiplicator 
we note that there is an embeddingp : U -U, XUZsuchthat+-p=~:U++A_We 
thus have the diagram 
and we utilize our analysis of the homology sequence of the bottom row of (2.13) 
to study the hamalogy sequence of the tsp row. 
First it is plain that, given (u l, u2 ) E U, then (ut , ur) E Q if and only if 
ttiEQi,i= I, 2.Thus 
(2.14) p= Q. n u. 
We may therefore concentrate on a study of P. We prove 
Theorem 2.4. There are exact sequertces 
Proof. From (2.131, we obtain: 
t 
f 0 
(2.17) A,,@U 
1 
l N2A --- HtC 
y, 
i 
to 
Ad? @ % -------____, -----_c_3 H2Go 
I 
t 
iPl.P21 IPl*P2) 
A lab~“I @A2abbPU21--3 H2G, @ H2G2 
Now ( pl, p2 ifi+ is surjective. For if ut E Ut , there existsz2 E 6’2 with (ut , iz) 
EUand (pt,p2~(utA’~(ut,il~))=atA’~~1.Similarly,ifu~E11~,thenther~ 
existsut EUt with($.u,)EUand {p1,p2~(a2A‘~(iil,u2))=02A’(Ru2. 
Then ( 2.15) follows readily, since A 1 ah 8 A 2ah is the kernel of ( p I , p, } : 
H2A --, lIzA, ++ Hz.4 2 and is thus mapped surjectively to the kernel of-the map 
coker 7 - coker (y, ~4 y2) Induced by (2.17). 
The proof of’(2.16) is very similar. By replacing the lower half of (2.17) we obtain 
the diagram: 
(2.1&) Aah c$ (j __- . _ -?i---. ___. _,jj,A ____ .?-., jj,(; 
’ c1+ 
Aah k U. ‘0 
11 
I^_..__. ___“__._ ._- -+H,A -- 
We argue that [r3fl, : Aab 8 u + (A tab @ U,) 9 (A 2ah 3) Ii, ) is surjective; and that 
HZA 1 @ Hz.4 2 is the kernel of p3 : HZA + A Iah D Azah, and is mapped surjectively 
to the kernel of the map coker y - coke; y3 _ 
We may make the following addendum to 12. I6 j. It is plain from (2.15) that the 
map P - Blah B Gal’, of (2.16) extends to 
P3’r : H,G -+Gioh sc~20h~ 
which is thus certainly also surjective. Now Wiegold [4] showed that, if G is actually 
a central product (see below) and if Al ,A z are finite, then the mrdtiplicator of G‘ 
contains C, crb 53 Gzalr, as subgroup, Our addendum generalizes this result of Wiegold; 
for if A,, A, are finite, so is G, and hence so is the abelian group II+. Thus 
%oh S: Gzab, as a quotient of H2C, is isomorphic to a subgroup of H2G. Thus the 
following corollary generalizes Wiegold’s result to any central quotient of a direct 
product. 
Corollary 2.5. Ler W be cenrrul in A = A t X A, with quotient G. Let Ui be the 
image C$ W under the projection Of A onto Ai, i = 1, 2, and let Gi = AJUi. Then 
‘lob ~19 G2,, is a quutient of H,G. 
A particular case of a central quotient of a direct product is that of a central 
product. Let A , , A2 be two groups with isomorphic central subgroups I/, , t’, and 
let 9 : G’, + V- be a fixed isomorphism. We use 9 to identify V, with V2 and we 
will write U for V, , We embed U in A t X A 2 by x 3 (x, x-t ), x E U. Thus U is 
a central subgroup of A = A, X A 2 and, in this case, I;, = U2 = II. We call G = A/U 
the ~nrrul yr&~r of A , ard A2 via 4. Then (2.14) and Theorem 2.4 give us in- 
formation about the multiplicator of G. We note that. in the case of a central prod- 
uct C, we have the refinement of (2.14) 
Moreover, thete is a central extension O$-: G &+ G, X C,, where p(x) = (x, e)U, 
which may be exploited to give more precise information on If+. 
3. Stem quotients of direct products 
If the central extension Cl H A -G is, in fact. a stem extension we wilt dexribe 
C; as a srrrtj quntient of A, and we will be concerned in thrs section with stem 
quotients of,4 where A is a direct product, A = A, X A ?. We adopt the same nota- 
tion as in 52, and we note immediately 
Proaf.IfU,cAJ,i= 1,2. then UC. U, X 0, <; A; X Ai =(A, X rl$‘. Conversely, 
if I’C ,4’. then, projecting onto Ai. we conclude that L’, C_ A,‘. 
WC will show that in the case when G is a stem quotient of .4 = A I X AZ. we ob 
tam complete information on N,G, sssuming comp+e ir$prmation on the homoi- 
ogy sequences of the individual stem extensions Wi A Ai J* Gi. 
0ur first and immediate observation. in the light of Emma 3.1. is 
Proposition 3.2. Ij’G is a SRW quotient. IJMW Qi = Ui, i = I. 2. Q = 6. 
We next observe that if&’ is a stem quotient, then 73 = 0. since L,, = 0, L?* = 0 
(see Corollary 2.2). Alternatively, we remark that n3, = nlab R nzan : A ,ah T Azab 
“T;,3h 5. * Gzoh is an &morphism since each of n, ah, nlab is an isomorphism. This 
enables us to prove 
hoof. Let K project HZ,4 onto P, and let A project Ponto Blah 2 GJab in (2.16). 
Then Kr3 :Atah @ AZPh -+ Pis the map of (2.15), and JJ~T~ = I, AK = 7r3+p3 (2.18). 
Now 73 = 0 and n+ is an isomorphism. Thus rr;! X : P + /1, Jh :-I A 2ah is left inverse 
to ~7~ so that the proposition follows from (2. i 5). 
Since Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 describe the groups Pand Q, it only remains to 
describe the extension P r+ N,G - Q as an element E of Extq’Q, P) = 
Ext (up, 5 Pz qA1& G.’ Alrrh)). Let the extensions Pi --* H$;i * Qi be described by 
EEExt (Qi, P,)= Ext (Sli, Pi).i= 1, 2, and let vi : WI+ Ui bc the projection. 
Proof. Diagrams ( 2.17) and (2.18) together yield, in the ease of a stem quotient: 
This immediately implies the proposition. Moreover, (3.1) also re-ieals the 
Remark. So far as Proposition 3.3,3.4 and Corollary 3.5 are concerned (except for 
the replacement of Q, Qi, by U. cjli in Proposition 3.4), all that we require is that the 
surjec tion 
be an isomorphisn. This would hold if, in particular, one Gf At, A2 were perfect. In 
that case we would have 
P= P, +P*, 
where vi : Q -+ Qi is induced by the projection U + Ui. 
Finally, we study the case when the central extensions I;i t-, Ai --w C;i. i = I, 2, 
are stem COW%. Recall [ I] that this means that, in (?.2), H2Gi = ui and 
6, ” 1 : H$ij -+ c,. we first prove 
Ptmf. For a Get11 COVCF Ui r~ Ai ^W G,, WC it~e Pi = 0, i = I, 2. THUS P= 
-‘%i,1, “Am, Q = U_ and the proposition fo4lows from Corollary 3.5. 
Proof. Pkposition 3.6 shows that U w A + G is a stern cover if the extensions 
C; * A, -++ Cii ZIR stem C&E and A la,., 8 Al, = 0. Conversely, let Cl w A * G be 
a StWll COVel. TtltXl the extensions Ui B-+ Ai -+ Gi are certainly stem by L~~UIU 3. I, 
SO that C’i = Qi by Proposition 3 .2. Moreover, by Proposition 3.6, A,, 8 Aloh = 0. 
Rut, in fact. P is then zero, so P, =0,PZ=0,wd6i= I :HjGi+Ui,i= 1, 2. 
If the central quotient C; is perfect, then Coroilary 3.7 becomes a statement about 
universal centrai extensions f 11 uf perfect groups. 
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